Integration of foreigners in Egypt: the relief of Amenhotep II shooting arrows at a copper ingot and related scenes

Abstract

The relief of Amenhotep II shooting arrows at a copper ingot target has often been considered as propaganda of the king’s extraordinary strength and vigour. However, this work proposes that the scene took on additional layers of significance and had different ritual functions such as regenerating the health of the king and ensuring the eternal victory of Egypt over foreign enemies and the victory of order over chaos. Amenhotep II was shooting arrows at an “Asiatic” ox-hide ingot because the ingot would symbolize the northern enemies of Egypt. The scene belonged to a group of representations carved during the New Kingdom on tombs and temples that showed the general image of the king defeating enemies. Moreover, it was linked to scenes painted in private tombs where goods were brought to the deceased, and to offering scenes carved on the walls of Theban temples. The full sequence of scenes would describe, and ritually promote, the process of integration of the foreign element into the Egyptian sphere.
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1. Introduction

In New Kingdom Egypt, different representations of the king defeating Egypt’s enemies and emphasising his role as military commander were depicted in tombs and on temple walls. The representations aimed to glorify the ruler by showing his superhuman
powers and to highlight the divine character of the king’s authority while supporting the Egyptian imperialist policy of conquest during the New Kingdom. The scenes, carved in tombs and on temple walls, had an apotropaic function, i.e. a protective function against foreigners opposing the king and, by extension, opposing Egypt. Actually, the scenes depicted the triumph of order (represented by the king) over chaos (represented by the foreign enemies, the ‘others’).

The king kept chaos out of Egypt by conquering, and scenes of the king smiting his enemies served as icons of legitimate violence against Egypt’s enemies. The victory of the king over Egypt’s enemies was represented through different images, such as (1) The king smiting his enemies, an image that appeared in the Naqada II period and was carved on the walls of Egyptian temples until the Graeco-Roman period. In the depiction, the king wielded a mace in his raised right hand and seized the hair of the enemies with his other hand; (2) The king as a sphinx defeating foes; (3) The king supervising the counting of captured enemies; (4) Rows of enemies brought by commanders to the presence of the king or brought by the king to the presence of a god. The adoption of the chariot warfare technology at the start of the New Kingdom probably boosted variations of the scenes representing the victory of the king, which were later repeated during the entire New Kingdom. In such scenes, the king on a chariot was shooting arrows either at a group of foreign enemies, a foreign city, animals in hunting scenes or, as in the Amenhotep II stela, at a copper ingot target. As the other scenes representing the victory of the king over the
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enemies, the chariot scenes aimed to emphasise the military or athletic skills of the king and the victory of order over chaos\textsuperscript{5}.

The main objective of this work is to propose that scenes where the king shoots arrows at copper ingots also incorporate the element of the king’s victory over Egypt’s enemies and are intimately linked to the concept of Egyptian kingship during the New Kingdom.

2. The target on the Amenhotep II stela: the foreign element

The aim of this work is to interpret the scene carved on a red granite stela that was found inside the third pylon of the Karnak temple\textsuperscript{6} and showed Amenhotep II on a chariot shooting arrows at a target (Fig. I). In the relief, the target was a copper ingot nowadays known as ox-hide ingot due to its shape. The Great Sphinx Stela of Amenhotep II described the targeted ingots and hinted at their foreign provenance: “\textit{he [Amenhotep II] found erected for him four targets of Asiatic copper, of one palm in thickness}”\textsuperscript{7}. The Great Sphinx Stela also described how the king was able to pierce the ingots with arrows shot from his bow while standing on a galloping chariot\textsuperscript{8}. The scene was interpreted as an expression of the strength and athletic capabilities of Amenhotep II\textsuperscript{9}.

FIG. I.

In the last forty years, the actual geographical provenance of ox-hide ingots has been the object of several studies based on the determination of the lead content of ox-
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hide ingots found in different sites around the Mediterranean and, in particular, in shipwrecks off the coasts of south Anatolia and Israel. The analysis of the chemical and lead isotopic composition of the only single fragment of an ox-hide ingot found in Egypt (in Qantir Pi-Ramesses) established that it was made with copper from the Apliki mines in central Cyprus.

The chemical analysis of ox-hide ingots found outside Egypt confirmed that the ox-hide ingots traded in the Mediterranean during the New Kingdom came mainly from Cyprus, although the Lavrion mines near Athens could be the source of some ox-hide ingots of the XV-XIII centuries BC. Some fragments of ox-hide ingots found in shipwrecks (XIIIth century BC) did not proceed from Cyprus and are believed to be a part of a minor trade that did not involve the governments. In spite of the Cypriot (or Greek) origin of the copper used for fabricating the ingots and the place of manufacture, Syrian merchants could have monopolised their trade and ingots could arrive to Egypt also with diplomatic or prestige purposes.

Ox-hide ingots were depicted in Egyptian tombs and temples during most of the New Kingdom. The first depiction in Egypt was found on the walls of the TT119 tomb (of an unknown official who lived during the reigns of Hatshepsut and Thutmosis III). The last representations dated back to the reign of Ramses III. Two of them were carved
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on the walls of his funerary temple at Medinet Habu\textsuperscript{16}, and a third one was painted on the walls of his tomb in the Valley of the Kings (KV11)\textsuperscript{17}.

The features and dresses of the bearers of ox-hide ingots, together with the texts accompanying the depictions in private tombs, reflect the provenance of the ingots from the Egyptian point of view. The images convey three different sources, which coincide with those determined by modern techniques: Greece, Cyprus and Syria. For example, in the tomb of Useramun (TT131), the text accompanying a scene where goods containing ox-hide ingots are offered to Useramun reads, “Reception of the booty that His Majesty brought from the Northern countries, from the confines of Asia, and from the islands amidst the sea”. In one register in the Rekhmire tomb (TT100), men carrying ox-hide ingots were “the chiefs of the land of Keftiu (and) the islands that are in the Great Sea”, and in another register “the chiefs of Retenu and of the furthest Asia”. On another wall of the Rekhmire tomb, a text accompanied a depiction of metallurgical work done with the “Asiatic copper that the King [Thutmose III] obtained after His victory in the land of Retenu in order to build the two doors of the Amun Temple in Karnak”. In addition, other Egyptian texts carved on temples listed huge numbers of copper ingots coming from Alashiya (Ramses II) or brought by the king as booty from Retenu (Thutmose III)\textsuperscript{18}.

Several studies deal with the meanings and functions of the so-called scenes of daily life in private tombs, which were usually interpreted in terms of rebirth of the deceased\textsuperscript{19}. Most representations of ox-hide ingots in Egyptian tombs are part of the scenes where goods are brought to the deceased, painted on the walls of some Theban
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and Amarna tombs depicting either rows of foreign bearers carrying exotic products or products already stored in official storehouses. In some of these scenes, ox-hide ingots were included as exotic materials.

There is still a debate on the meaning of the scenes representing the arrival to Egypt of foreign goods depicted in some Theban tombs. Foreign goods in the tombs could represent tribute, trade goods, personal gifts or special deliveries. Actually, the term “tribute scenes” is being reconsidered and should be replaced by a more descriptive term such as “foreign people bringing jnw to Egypt”\(^\text{20}\), because jnw should be translated by “something brought”\(^\text{21}\). These products, coming from independent regions that did not pay tribute to Egypt\(^\text{22}\), would be trading goods instead of tribute items given to the Egyptian king\(^\text{23}\), although the scenes are silent about the goods that Egypt gave in exchange. Redford proposed that there is not a single modern term covering the goods depicted in the tombs.

The different meanings of the foreign products depicted in the tombs and temples do not affect the main proposal of this article, because the essential point is that for Egyptians the products were from abroad. The same has to be said in relation to the actual provenance of the figures bringing the goods, there was also a debate on the ethnic characteristics of some of these figures, in particular, if the Keftiu represented Minoans, Mycenaean, Asians or hybrid figures\(^\text{24}\). However, considering the discourse of the present
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article, the main point of figures with foreign goods is that they were indeed foreigners from the point of view of the Egyptians.

A critical aspect of such scenes is the omnipresence of order, regardless of the nationality of the bearers and the actual provenance of the ingots. The rows of bearers are perfectly tidy and the stored materials are meticulously arranged and classified. The most important aspect would be neither the country of origin of the bearers and materials nor the size and shape of products, but rather the order achieved after the king’s vigorous action. The long rows and the arranged materials would therefore represent the result of the final victory of order over chaos, with the foreign element at last arranged. The rows of bearers with ox-hide ingots depicted in Egyptian tombs remind the rows of bearers with ox-hide ingots represented in some Cypriot objects. In these objects, the bearers are participating in religious ceremonies while the ox-hide ingots are interpreted either as offerings to a high rank character or as votive offerings to deities. Therefore, the scenes representing the foreign elements brought to the deceased would show the foreign element already arranged and have the function of maintaining the arrangement. Thus, the function of such scenes was not only to show or provide the desired afterlife for the deceased, but also to achieve the desired level of order to protect the deceased from chaos in the afterlife. In this sense, it is interesting to cite the depiction of a young Amenhotep (future Amenhotep II) being taught archery by Min of Thinis (Min’s tomb in Thebes, TT109). In the scene, Amenhotep, guided by Min, shoots arrows with his bow at a rectangular target. Although the scene was interpreted as the proudest moment of Min’s life, it is plausible that Min also
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wanted to depict the king’s mythic actions to show him as a guarantor of order. In addition, it
might be significant that, as a boy, Amenhotep II is shooting at a plain rectangular target whereas,
as king of Egypt, he is shooting at a target made of a harder substance that is a symbol of foreign
enemies.

In spite of the understandable doubts of ancient Egyptians about the actual
geographical origin of the ingots, what is certain is that Egyptians were aware that the
sources of ox-hide ingots were beyond the Egyptian border.

3. A new interpretation of the scenes with ox-hide ingots: layers of significance and
ritual functions

Considering its foreign origin, the ox-hide ingot carved on the Amenhotep II stela
could represent the otherness, the foreign object or character defeated by the king. The
only variation from former representations of the king’s victory would be the nature of
the foreign element: human enemies in the scene where the king is shooting arrows and
an ox-hide ingot in the Amenhotep II stela. In addition to accentuating the king’s athletic
attributes, the ox-hide ingot helped convey the victory of Egypt over its foreign enemies.
The arrows piercing the ingot represented the Egyptian victory, like the arrows piercing
the human enemies represented the enemies killed.

Therefore, the scene did not only have a layer of significance related to the king’s
athletic skills but it would also show the victory of Egypt over its enemies and, by
extension, the victory of order (Egypt) over chaos (foreigners). The setting of this scene,
a sacred place such as the Karnak temple, would indicate that it also has different
mythological functions related to its layers of significance: (1) a regenerative function of
the physical capability of Amenhotep II, allowing him to have *ad aeternum* the necessary strength to deal with Egypt’s enemies, (2) an apotropaic function, making eternal the victory of the king over the enemies of Egypt and ensuring the supremacy of order over chaos. Hence, the scene showing Amenhotep II shooting arrows at an ox-hide ingot target proves to be an improvement over earlier scenes of victory, because the significance and function of the image were extended, including the aims to eternally invigorate the king and eternally maintain the supremacy of order over chaos.

The interpretation of the Amenhotep II stela proposed in this work is based on the fact that, for ancient Egyptians, the main characteristic of the ingot was its foreign origin. Later scenes depicting the king shooting arrows at Egypt’s enemies corroborate the importance of the foreign nature of the ingot for ancient Egyptians. One such scene was carved on one of the objects from king Ay’s tomb that were deposited inside the KV58 tomb in the Valley of the Kings. A gold foil fragment that could have decorated a quiver showed king Ay riding on a chariot and shooting arrows at an ox-hide ingot standing on a pole. Four arrows pierced the ingot (see Fig. II).

FIG. II.

Although the scene is very similar to the Amenhotep II stela scene, a new iconographic element is present in the Ay gold foil fragment: two Asiatic captives tied to the pole (and two more kneeling in front of the king). The connection of the Asiatic foes with the ox-hide ingot emphasises the function of the ingot as a representative or symbol of the foreign element, indisputably linking the ingot to the Asian element.
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As in the Amenhotep II stela, the Ay scene was carved in order to induce the eternal victory of the king over Egypt’s enemies and to proclaim his physical characteristics. This second function is particularly important in this case, because the “historicity” of the Ay scene is highly questionable considering the king’s age upon his succession to the throne and his actual ability to ride on a chariot and pierce a copper ingot with his arrows. This would corroborate the role of the image as a regenerator of good athletic abilities (which king Ay probably lacked).

A similar scene was found carved on a seal excavated in the Ramses III temple of Beth Shean (Israel). The seal showed Ramses II standing and shooting at a target pierced by three arrows (Fig. III)\(^{32}\). As in the Ay gold foil fragment, the presence of two foes on the base of the target reinforced the role of the ingot as a symbol of foreigners and the role of the scene in inducing the victory of the athletic king over the foreign enemy (and the victory of order over chaos). An important development of the scene was the presence of a god at its right end. The fact that the king’s victory was taking place in the presence of a god reinforced the ritual essence of the image.

**FIG. III.**

One could think that the target on the Beth Shean seal is not an ingot but an ox-hide shaped banner. Later representations with the same components (a king shooting arrows, an object pierced by those arrows and an enemy) might have the same meanings and functions. Whether an ingot or a banner, the object kept its foreign essence. In this sense, an interesting example is the scene of the siege of Dapur on the Ramesseum walls (Fig. IV). At the left of the scene, Ramses II is on a chariot shooting arrows at the city of

Dapur at the right end over which a banner pierced by three arrows is displayed. Although the banner does not have the ox-hide shape, the Dapur scene shows the three elements that characterise the Amenhotep II, Ay and Ramses II scenes, i.e. the king shooting arrows, the foreign object pierced by those arrows, and the foreign enemy under the pierced object. In the scene of the siege of Dapur, the foreign element pierced by arrows loses the ox-hide shape but preserves its main characteristics as the symbol of foreignness and defeat, meaning that the foreign city of Dapur was (eternally) conquered.

FIG. IV.

Once again, the image reinforced the king’s strength and vigour and the defeated foreign element, represented by an ingot/banner. The scene was carved on the interior walls of the funerary temple of Ramses II. Its placement inside a temple, a sacred place that represents the Egyptian country, conveyed its mythological functions: (1) invigorating the king, (2) defeating the foreign enemy, and (3) ordering chaos. A similar scene is found on the south wall of the first court of the Medinet Habu temple, with the banner above a fortress full of enemies in Amor that is being conquered by Ramses III. In this scene, two arrows shot by the king pierce the pole of the banner (Fig. V)33.

FIG. V

Although this work proposes that the scenes of the king’s victory here presented have the function of ensuring the victory of order over chaos ad infinitum, other depictions could reflect the situation of the foreign element defeated after the confrontation with the king. These are non-military scenes in Theban temples.

In the catalogue of Egyptian scenes that incorporate ox-hide ingots, there are three scenes carved on the walls of the Karnak and Medinet Habu temples that seem to convey

33 The Epigraphic Survey, Later historical records of Ramses III. Medinet Habu vol. II. Plates 94 and 95.
the final destination of the foreign element. In such scenes, the kings (Thutmosis III in the Karnak temple and Ramses III in the Medinet Habu temple, in two scenes) make offerings to Amun-Re. These scenes should be included in the kind of scenes where the king is offering goods to all the gods of Egypt, representing the daily offering made by the king or by priests to the gods. Among them, there are rows of carefully stacked ox-hide ingots (see Fig. VI)\textsuperscript{34}. The main meaning of these scenes would be related to the admission of the ordered foreign element in the divine sphere, that is, in Egypt, an admission that was only possible after the defeat of the foreign element by the king\textsuperscript{35}. When Amun-Re, representing the deepest essence of Egypt, accepted the king’s arranged offerings, he was also accepting the incorporation of the foreign element in Egypt after an adaptation process\textsuperscript{36}.

\textbf{FIG. VI}

From some scenes in tombs and temples\textsuperscript{37}, it is therefore possible to propose a path followed by the foreign element after its contact with Egypt, a kind of \textit{cursus honorum} that foreigners could follow before their integration in Egypt (see Fig. VII). In a first step, the king would defeat/tame the foreign element. The depictions of the king on a chariot shooting arrows at enemies, animals, cities or ingots would represent this step. The defeat of foreign enemies had the ritual function of ensuring the supremacy of order

\textsuperscript{34} Although in the Thutmosis III relief there is just a single ingot.
\textsuperscript{35} In other words, after the taming of the foreign elements by the king. In this sense, the ‘hunting scenes’ depicted in different private or royal sacred scenarios would also act as the scenes mentioned in this work: (1) regenerating the strength of the character, and (2) ensuring the victory of order over chaos. The scene of Amenhotep II grabbing the tail of a lion could also be included in this kind of scenes (Desroches-Noblecourt, “Un petit monument commémoratif du roi athlète”).
\textsuperscript{36} Another possibility (see the “Acknowledgments” section) is that ox-hide ingots were offered to Amun as a representation of a marvel coming from unconquered lands, which would explain the presence of the ingots along with materials from Punt.
\textsuperscript{37} There is no place where all the scenes described here are present together. Actually, only in few places there is more than one representation of ox-hide ingots (for example, in the Rekhmire tomb and in the Medinet Habu temple). For this reason, it is important to bear in mind that the series of representations described in this work consists on images depicted in different tombs, temples and small objects.
(Egypt) over chaos. In a second step, the foreign element would have been already defeated and lost its chaotic nature. The representation of this step would be based on emphasising the organisation of the elements in scenes where foreign goods were brought and in scenes where the offered products were already stocked. Finally, in a third step, the foreign element, already with an ordered nature, would be integrated in Egypt. This concept would be represented through depictions of the daily offerings made by the king to the gods, who would accept the tamed foreign element. The placement of this series of representations in sacred places, such as tombs and temples, conveyed their ritual and apotropaic functions, probably not only of perpetuating the victory of the athletic king over Egypt’s enemies but also of allowing the integration of the secular foreign element in Egypt after the adoption of Egyptian customs. The presence of ox-hide ingots as goods brought to Egypt and their donation to Amun-Re, reflect and acknowledge the pharaoh’s great power.

FIG. VII.

4. Conclusions

The scene of Amenhotep II shooting arrows at an ox-hide copper ingot contained several layers of significance: (1) it highlighted the king’s strength and vigour, (2) it highlighted the victory of Egypt over the foreign element, and (3) it represented the eternal victory of order over chaos. These layers of significance were linked to the ritual functions of the scene and of other similar scenes depicted in sacred places: (1) regenerating the king’s physical capabilities, (2) protecting Egypt, and (3) ensuring the

38 The axis mundi, according to the Egyptian perception.
39 Cornelius, “Ancient Egypt and the Other,” 334. The offering of other foreign objects or materials to the god could have the same significance and integrating function, together with the submission aspect previously established for these scenes.
victory of order over chaos. Therefore, the scene could be described with Mme. Desroches-Noblecourt’s words about other scenes of the king defeating Egypt’s enemies: “est consacré à la destruction des ennemis de l’Égypte et à la glorification du souverain occupé, du haut de son char, à transpercer de ses flèches ceux qui nuisent à l’Égypte éternelle”⁴⁰.

This work proposes that the Amenhotep II stela could belong to a sequence of images describing the path followed by the foreign element after its contact with Egypt, which would consist of three consecutive steps: (1) defeat, (2) orderly arrangement, and (3) offering to the gods. The last step would allow the final integration of the secular foreign element in Egypt.

The scenes, where the king and, by extension, the Egyptian kingship, was the predominant character, reflected his role during the New Kingdom as the vigorous defender of Egyptian order and the guarantor of the adequacy of the process of integration of the foreign element in the Egyptian sphere.
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**Figure captions.**


FIG. II. King Ay shooting arrows at an ox-hide ingot (Cairo Museum, JE 57438).

FIG. III. The Beith Shean seal showing Ramses II shooting arrows at a target (after Mussell, 1983).

FIG. IV. The siege of Dapur at the Ramesseum (after Erman, 1894).

FIG. V. Conquest of a fortress in Amor by Ramses III (Medinet Habu, first court, south wall) (The Epigraphic Survey, 1932).

Fig. VI. Ramses III making offerings to Amun-Re as Thoth keeps record. Treasury of the Medinet Habu temple (The Epigraphic Survey, 1957).

FIG. VII. Defeat, orderly arrangement and offering of ingots. (a) Amenhotep II stela (Luxor Museum); (b) bearers in Amenemopet tomb, TT276 (after Bass, 1967); (c) Offerings of Ramses III to Amun-Ra (Medinet Habu) (The Epigraphic Survey, 1957).